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Neural consequences of religious belief on
self-referential processing

Shihui Han, Lihua Mao, Xiaosi Gu, Ying Zhu, Jianqiao Ge, and Yina Ma

Peking University, Beijing, China

Christianity strongly encourages its believers to surrender to God and to judge the self from God’s
perspective. We used functional MRI to assess whether this religious belief is associated with neural
correlates of self-referential processing distinct from that of non-religious people. Non-religious and
Christian participants were scanned while performing tasks of personal-trait judgments regarding the self
or public persons. We found that, while self-judgment was linked to better memory of traits related to the
self than to others, self-referential processing induced increased activity in the ventral medial prefrontal
cortex (MPFC) for non-religious participants but in the dorsal MPFC for Christian participants. In
addition, the dorsal MPFC activity was positively correlated with the rating scores of the importance of
Jesus’ judgment in subjective evaluation of a person’s personality. Because the ventral and dorsal MPFC
are respectively engaged in representation of stimulus self-relevance and evaluation of self-referential
stimuli, our findings suggest that Christian beliefs result in weakened neural coding of stimulus self-
relatedness but enhanced neural activity underlying evaluative processes applied to self-referential
stimuli.

INTRODUCTION

The significance of the ‘‘self’’ has been central
to the study of philosophy and religion for
centuries. The concept of self also plays a key
role in psychology to explain human behaviors
(Banaji & Prentice, 1994). Western philosophy,
from the time of Descartes onwards, has proposed
the ‘‘self’’ as a delimited individual that repre-
sents an entity of subjectivity and is distinct and
separate from others. However, this perspective
on the self is not taken for granted by all human
communities. For example, Christianity advocates
denial of self or self-transcendence in order to
highlight human contingency and dependence on
God (Burns, 2003; Ching, 1984; Lin, 2005). Such
beliefs blur the boundary between the self and
others. In addition, the mandate that ‘‘every one
of us shall give account of himself to God’’

(Romans 14:12) emphasizes judgment of the
self from God’s perspective rather than from
one’s own perspective. Such divergent views of
the self have produced enormous impact on
believers’ minds and behavior (Spilka, Hood,
Hunsberger, & Gorsuch, 2003). However, to
date, little is known about the neural conse-
quences of such religious beliefs concerning the
processing of stimuli as self-referential.

Recent brain-imaging studies, without consid-
ering the influence of religious cultures, pro-
vide evidence for the involvement of midline
brain structures in self-referential processing
(Northoff & Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al.,
2006). Using a self-referential task (Rogers,
Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977), in which subjects were
presented with personal trait adjectives and asked
to judge whether a trait was suitable to describe
the self or others, researchers have identified
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increased activity related to self- relative to other-
judgments in the ventral medial prefrontal
cortex (VMPFC) and the perigenual anterior
cingulate cortex (Craik et al., 1999; Fossati et al.,
2003; Heatherton et al., 2006; Kelley et al., 2002;
Lieberman, Jarcho, & Satpute, 2004; Macrae,
Moran, Heatherton, Banfield, & Kelley, 2004;
Moran, Macrae, Heatherton, Wyland, & Kelley,
2006; Zhu, Zhang, Fan, & Han, 2007). In addition,
brain imaging studies suggest a crucial role of
VMPFC in coding self-relatedness of stimuli
(Northoff & Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al.,
2006). For example, it has been shown that
VMPFC activity is concomitant with better mem-
ory of descriptive traits for the self than for others
(Kelley et al., 2002; Macrae et al., 2004; Zhu et al.,
2007). Moreover, the increased blood flow in
VMPFC was correlated with the amount of
thoughts about the self (measured using subjective
rating; D’argembeau et al., 2005). The VMPFC
activity also increased in a linear fashion with
increasing self-relevance of personal traits identi-
fied in subjective reports (Moran et al., 2006). The
dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) and
supragenual anterior cingulate cortex are also
involved in self-related processing when self-
referential evaluations are required (Gusnard,
Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001; Johnson et
al., 2002; Zysset, Huber, Ferstl, & von Cramon,
2002). For instance, when subjects judged how a
picture made them feel, DMPFC activity was
enhanced relative to when they judged whether
a picture depicted a scene that was indoors
(Gusnard et al., 2001). DMPFC also showed
increased activation in an evaluative judgment
task (making yes/no response to statements like:
‘‘I like Leipzig’’) relative to a memory task
(Zysset et al., 2002). These findings indicate that
DMPFC is implicated in the reappraisal and
evaluation of self-related stimuli (Northoff &
Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al., 2006). Recent
research showed further that, while Western
participants used VMPFC to represent only the
self (Heatherton et al., 2006), Chinese participants
employed this brain region to represent both the
self and intimate others, such as their mother (Zhu
et al., 2007). This indicates a remarkable influence
of Western and East Asian cultures on the neural
representation of the self.

The current work extends the previous
research by providing neuroimaging evidence
that people with religious and non-religious
beliefs employ distinct neural substrates for self-
referential processing. The unique spiritual quest

and practice of Christianity may produce two

psychological consequences. To deny oneself in

order to live a spiritual life as dictated by Jesus

may weaken encoding process of stimuli as self-

referential, mediated by VMPFC. On the other

hand, emphasis of evaluation of the self from

God’s perspective may strengthen the evaluative

process of self-referential stimuli undertaken by

DMPFC. To test for these possible neural con-

sequences of religious belief and practice on self-

referential processing, we scanned two groups of

participants (14 non-religious and 14 Christian

Chinese participants) using functional MRI

(fMRI) while they performed tasks of personal

trait judgments regarding the self or famous

persons. We predicted that, relative to the self-

referential processing in non-religious partici-

pants, Christian beliefs and practices would

weaken the process of coding self-relatedness of

stimuli and thus induce decreased activity in

VMPFC. By contrast, Christian beliefs and prac-

tices would augment the evaluative process of

self-referential stimuli and thus lead to increased

activity in DMPFC.
Brain activity underlying self-referential pro-

cessing was assessed in each participant while he/

she was presented with personal trait adjectives

and asked to judge whether an adjective was

appropriate to describe the self or a public person

(the former Chinese premier Zhu-Rongji).

Neural activity mediating self-referential proces-

sing was indexed by the increased activation

linked to self-judgments relative to judgments

concerning others. Trait judgments were also

applied to Jesus and Sakyamuni (the Buddhist

leader), to examine whether similar brain areas

were engaged in discrimination between the self

and religious leaders in Christian participants.

A task to discriminate between different font

types was used to control for general perceptual

processing and to evaluate contributions of

semantic processing to the judgment tasks (Craik

et al., 1999; Kelley et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2007).

Following the functional and anatomical scans,

participants were given a ‘‘surprise’’ recognition

memory test. They were presented with the trait

adjectives used in the judgment tasks and new

trait adjectives in a random order and had to

identify whether the adjectives were new or

old. The scores of recognition memory were

recorded as a behavioral index of self-referential

processing.

2 HAN ET AL.
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METHODS

Participants

Twenty-eight native-Chinese-speaking adults
participated in this study as paid volunteers.
None of the participants had any neurological
or psychiatric history. All were right-handed, had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Informed
consent was obtained from all participants prior
to scanning. This study was approved by a local
ethics committee.

Fourteen participants were self-identified non-
religious (8 males, 6 females, 19�41 years of age,
mean 22.596.00. Values are given as mean9SD

throughout). Fourteen participants were self-
identified Christians (6 males, 8 females, 21�29
years of age, mean 23.692.87) who were members
of local faith communities and had been attached
to them for 1 to 7 years (mean 3.691.7 years)
when they participated in this study. Of the
Christians, 92.9% reported attending Church or
fellowship at least once a week; 92.9% of them
reported praying everyday; and 64.3% of them
reported reading the Bible at least once a week.
The participants’ religious attitudes were evalu-
ated using a questionnaire containing 6 religious
items derived from Minnesota Multiphasic Per-
sonality Inventory such as: ‘‘I believe there is
a God,’’ ‘‘I believe the importance of praying to
Jesus,’’ ‘‘I believe the importance of reading
the bible.’’ A 5-point scale was used to com-
pare the difference in religious attitude between
the two participant groups with 0�absolutely

disagree, 1�disagree, 2�agree to a certain degree,
3�agree, and 4�strongly agree. The mean ratings
were 3.790.2 and 0.790.3, respectively for Chris-
tian and non-religious participants (t�26.99,
pB.001). The Christian and non-religious partici-
pants were matched on educational level
(2�7 years at university). Religious knowledge
was also tested for all participants using a ques-
tionnaire that included 50 questions. Twenty
questions were about Jesus and twenty about the
Buddhist leader, Sakyamuni. Ten questions were
related to a historical figure to prevent subjects
from adopting strategies when answering the
questions. The percentage of correct answers to
questions about Jesus was higher for Chris-
tians (98.9%92.9%) than for non-religious
participants (83.3%910.3%), t�5.308, pB.001,
whereas the percentage of correct answers to
questions about Sakyamuni did not differ between

Christians (94.6%911.8%) and the non-religious
participants (91.3%99.5%), t�0.363, p�.5.

Stimuli and procedure

Participants were first imaged while performing
trait-judgment tasks. The stimuli were presented
through an LCD projector onto a rear-projection
screen mounted above the subjects’ heads. The
screen was viewed with an angled mirror posi-
tioned on the head-coil.

There were three functional scans, each of
which consisted of 5 sessions. Participants per-
formed the following judgment tasks in a random
order in each scan:

1. Self-judgment: Does this adjective describe
you?

2. Jesus-judgment: Does this adjective describe
Jesus?

3. Sakyamuni-judgment: Does this adjective
describe Sakyamuni?

4. Other-judgment: Does this adjective des-
cribe Zhu-Rongji (the former Chinese
premier)?

5. Font-judgment: Is the word presented writ-
ten in bold-faced characters?

The questions and traits were in Chinese. Parti-
cipants made judgments after the presentation of
each trait adjective by pressing one of the two
buttons with the left or right thumb. The assign-
ment of ‘‘yes’’ and ‘‘no’’ responses to buttons was
counterbalanced across the participants. The
judgment tasks were interspersed with null ses-
sions during which participants were presented
with two rows of asterisks (*) replacing the words
in the judgment tasks. The participants were
asked to passively view the symbols in the null
sessions.

Each session began with the presentation of a
‘‘cue sentence’’ on the screen for 4.0 s to desig-
nate the tasks. A trait adjective then appeared
below the cue word with a duration for 2.0 s.
There was an interstimulus interval of 1.0 s
before the next trait adjective was presented.
Each of the Chinese characters in trait adjectives
and cue words was 2.4 cm wide�2.4 cm high,
subtending a visual angle of 1.5�1.5 degrees at a
viewing distance of 90 cm. The instruction and
trait adjective words were black on a white
background. In each session of the functional
scans 16 trait adjectives were presented. Thus

RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROCESSING 3
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each session of the judgment tasks lasted for
52 s. Each judgment session was followed by a
null condition of 16 s during which two rows of
large and small asterisks were presented at the
locations of the trait adjectives and cue words.
The large and small symbols used in the null
condition were 1.1�1.1 cm (0.7�0.7 degrees)
and 0.5�0.5 cm (0.3�0.3 degrees). Each null
session included an instruction of 4 s, which asked
participants to view the screen passively.

A total of 480 unique adjectives were selected
from established personality trait adjective pools
(Liu, 1990). The adjectives were classified into
30 lists of 16 words. Each adjective consisted of
two to four Chinese characters. Half of the trait
adjectives were positive and half negative. Word
length (number of characters�2 to 4) and
valence were equated across the five judgment
tasks. Fifteen lists of words were pseudorandomly
selected for the judgment tasks while the remain-
ing 15 lists of words were used in the later
recognition memory test.

Following the functional and anatomy scans,
participants took a one-hour break and then
were given a ‘‘surprise’’ recognition memory
test. All the trait adjectives used in the judgment
tasks were mixed with 240 new trait adjectives
and were presented in a random order. Partici-
pants were asked to identify old or new items by
pressing one of two buttons. During the recogni-
tion memory test, participants were required to
respond to every item without a time limit.

To obtain independent psychological measure-
ments that account for differential involvement of
the self in trait judgments between the two
groups, each participant, after the scanning pro-
cedure, was asked to rate how the following
factors influenced his/her judgments of the per-
sonality of the self or of others: one’s behavior;
friends’ evaluation; one’s relationship with others;
and Jesus’ evaluation. A 7-point scale was used
ranging from 0 (no influence) to 6 (very strong
influence). The rating score for each judgment
was calculated.

MRI data acquisition

Brain imaging was performed on a 3 T Siemens
Trio MR scanner with a standard birdcage head
coil at Beijing MRI Center for Brain Research.
Pieces of foam were used to minimize head
movement. A T2* weighted gradient-echo planar
imaging (EPI) sequence (TR�2000 ms, TE�

30 ms, and flip angle�90 degrees, 3 mm thick-
ness, skip 0.75 mm, FOV�220 mm, 64�64�32
matrix with 3.4�3.4�3.75 mm spatial resolu-
tion) was used to acquire a set of 32 axial slices
of functional images. Functional image data were
acquired in three scans. Each scan lasted for
5 minute and 24 seconds. During each functional
scan, 162 sets of mosaic images were acquired
allowing complete brain coverage. High resolu-
tion anatomic images were obtained using a
standard 3D T1-weighted sequence with 0.938�
0.938 mm in plane resolution and 1.3 mm slice
thickness (256�256�176 matrix, TR�1600 ms,
TE�3.93 ms).

fMRI data analysis

Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM2,
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,
London, UK) was used for imaging data proces-
sing and analysis. Functional images were rea-
ligned to the first scan to correct for head
movement between scans and were co-registered
with each participant’s anatomical scan. Func-
tional images were then normalized into a stan-
dard anatomical space (2�2�2 mm3 isotropic
voxels) using bilinear interpolation based on the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template.
Normalized data were then spatially smoothed
using a Gaussian filter with a full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) parameter set to 8 mm. The
image data were modeled using a box-car func-
tion. A general linear model was used to compute
parameter estimates and t-contrast images for
each comparison at each voxel.

Regions-of-interest (ROI) analyses were first
conducted to examine the involvement of the
ventral medial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) in
self-referential processing in non-religious and
Christian participants. VMPFC was defined using
an a priori anatomically-defined ROI (a sphere
with a radius of 3 mm centered at Talairach
coordinates (2) (x/y/z�8/55/6, BA 10) based on
an entirely independent data set that also com-
pared self- and other (Zhu-Rongji)-judgments in
Chinese participants (Zhu et al., 2007). The
parameter estimates of signal intensity in associa-
tion with self-judgment and Zhu-Rongji-judgment
were calculated from both non-religious and
Christian participants and subjected to a re-
peated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with Participant (non-religious vs. Christians)

4 HAN ET AL.
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and Judgment (self vs. Zhu-Rongji) as indepen-
dent variables.

Whole-brain statistical parametric mapping
(SPM) analyses were performed and contrasts
were then defined to reveal brain areas specifically
involved in self-, Jesus-, and Sakyamuni-judgment
relative to Zhu-Rongji-judgment. Contrasts were
also defined to compare the difference between
self-judgment and font-judgment tasks to identify
brain areas involved in semantic processing.
Random-effect analyses were conducted across
each participant group based on statistical para-
meter maps from each individual participant to
allow population inference. Areas of significant
activation were identified at the cluster level for
values exceeding a P-value of .05 (corrected
for multiple comparison). The SPM coordi-
nates for the standard brain from an MNI tem-
plate were converted to Talairach coordinates
(Talairach & Tournoux, 1998) using a non-linear
transform method (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.
uk/Imaging/mnispace.html). High-resolution ana-
tomical brains were inflated with FreeSurfer
(Dale, Fischl, & Sereno, 1999; Fischl, Sereno, &
Dale, 1999). The results of SPM analysis were then
projected onto the inflated brain using the Free-
Surfer toolbox to illustrate activations in indivi-
dual participants.

After the whole-brain SPM analysis confir-
med that the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex
(DMPFC) was involved in self-referential proces-
sing in Christian participants, ROIs were defined
as spheres with a radius of 3 mm that centered at
the coordinates of the peak voxel of VMPFC
activation observed in non-religious participants
and of DMPFC activation observed in Christian
participants. The signal intensity of parameter
estimate in the ROIs was then subject to ANO-
VAs with Participant (non-religious vs. Christian
participants), Judgment (self- vs. Zhu-Rongji-
judgment), and Location (VMPFC vs. DMPFC)
as independent variables. The percent fMRI
signals in the ROIs were also calculated from

raw fMRI data to plot the time course of signal
changes associated with self- and Zhu-Rongji-
judgments. Percent fMRI signal changes in the
ROI related to self-referential and Zhu-Rongji-
referential processing was defined as (BOLD
signals associated with self- or Zhu-Rongji-judg-
ment minus BOLD signals associated with the
null condition)/(BOLD signals associated with
the null condition).

A statistical bootstrap method (Davison &
Hinkley, 1997) was used to illustrate the popula-
tion mean and variation of the fMRI signal
intensity of parameter estimates in VMPFC and
DMPFC for each participant group. A boot-
strapped data set with the sample size of 14 was
resampled with replacement for each participant
group. The mean signal intensity of this boot-
strapped sample was then calculated and saved as
new data. This procedure was repeated 1000
times to estimate the population information.

RESULTS

Behavioral performance

A repeated measure analysis of variance (AN-
OVA) showed that participants made slightly
more ‘‘no’’ than ‘‘yes’’ responses in the scanner,
non-religious participants: F(1, 13) � 10.92,
pB.01; Christians: F(1, 13)�6.74, pB.03, see
Table 1. Relative to non-religious participants,
Christian participants responded more slowly to
self-, Zhu-Rongji-, and Sakyamuni-judgments
but faster to Jesus-judgment, F(3, 24)�14.127,
pB.001. Response speeds did not differ between
self- and other-judgments for non-religious
participants (p�.2) but were slower to self-
than to Jesus-judgments for Christians (t�6.524,
pB.001). The recognition scores in the memory
test (i.e., the proportion of hits minus false
alarms) were higher for the traits related to
the self than to others, for both non-religious

TABLE 1

Mean behavioral performances (SD) in different judgment tasks

Group Self Sakyamuni Jesus Zhu-Rongji

Proportion of ‘‘yes’’ responses (%)

Non-religious participants 44.6 (2.3) 44.1 (2.7) 45.0 (2.5) 43.4 (2.7)

Christians participants 45.4 (2.9) 39.2 (3.2) 40.7 (3.1) 43.1 (2.7)

Response speeds (ms)

Non-religious participants 1077 (46) 1091 (59) 1058 (55) 1018 (51)

Christians participants 1125 (50) 1217 (56) 983 (46) 1040 (39)

RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROCESSING 5
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individuals (t�4.536 to 6.321, pB.001) and
Christians (t�4.124 to 5.764, pB.001, see
Table 2), indicating a self-referential effect re-
gardless of religious beliefs.

fMRI results

We first assessed whether self-judgment gener-
ated increased activation in VMPFC relative to
other-judgments in both participant groups by
conducting a region-of-interest (ROI) analysis
of the fMRI data. To avoid any spurious artifacts,
we used an a priori anatomically-defined ROI in
VMPFC, Brodmann area (BA) 10, Talairach
coordinates x/y/z�8/55/6, Figure 1A, based on
an entirely independent data set that also com-
pared self- and other-judgments in Chinese sub-
jects (Zhu et al., 2007), to calculate parameter
estimates of signal intensity related to self-
and Zhu-Rongji-judgments. An ANOVA with
Participant (non-religious vs. Christians) and
Judgment (self vs. Zhu-Rongji) as main effects
revealed a significant interaction between Judg-
ment and Participant, F(1, 13)�6.533, pB.02,
suggesting divergent activation in VMPFC linked
to the dissociation of self- and Zhu-Rongji-
judgments between the two participant groups.
Post hoc analysis confirmed that VMPFC signal
intensity was significantly larger to self- than
Zhu-Rongji-judgments for non-religious partici-
pants (t�6.470, pB.001), but did not differ
between the two judgments for Christians (t�
0.144, p�.888, Figure 1B�D), indicating that
Christian participants did not utilize VMPFC to
differentiate the self from others in the trait-
judgment tasks.

To investigate whether any other brain areas
were engaged in self-referential processing in
Christian participants, we performed a whole-
brain statistical parametric mapping (SPM) ana-
lysis to compare self- with Zhu-Rongji-judgments.
This revealed significantly increased activation in
DMPFC with extension into the anterior cingu-
late cortex (BA 9/32, centered at x/y/z�8/27/35

and �6/32/24; Z�4.05 and 3.37, both psB.01,

corrected for multiple comparison, Figure 2A�B).

Increased activation was also observed in the

posterior visual cortex in association with self-

judgments (BA 18, x/y/z��2/�73/15; Z�3.69,

pB.01, Figure 2C). Similar analyses carried out

on the fMRI data from non-religious participants

identified activation only in VMPFC associated

with self-judgments (BA 10/32, x/y/z�2/53/7; Z�
4.28, pB.01, Figure 2D�E), consistent with the

results of the ROI-based analysis. The results for

the non-religious participants replicated the pre-

vious findings on the neural substrates of self-

referential processing in personal trait-judgment

tasks (D’argembeau et al., 2005; Heatherton

et al., 2006; Kelley et al., 2002; Lieberman et al.,

2004; Macrae et al., 2004; Moran et al., 2006;

Zhu et al., 2007).
Signal intensity was also calculated from

DMPFC and subjected to an ANOVA with

Participant and Judgment as main effects

(Figure 2F). There was a reliable interaction of

Judgment and Participant, F(1, 13) � 9.735,

pB.005. Post hoc analysis confirmed that DMPFC

signal intensity was larger to self- than to

Zhu-Rongji-judgment for Christians (t�5.303,

pB.001) but did not differ between the two

judgments for non-religious participants (t�
0.127, p�.901). To further validate the distinct

patterns of DMPFC and VMPFC activations

related to self-referential processing in the two

groups, the signal intensity in these brain areas

was subjected to ANOVAs with main effects of

Participant (non-religious vs. Christian partici-

pants), Judgment (self- vs. Zhu-Rongji-judgment),

and Location (DMPFC vs. VMPFC). This re-

vealed a highly significant three-way interaction

of Participant�Judgment�Location, F(1, 13)�
16.916, pB.001, indicating stronger engagement

of VMPFC than DMPFC for self-referential

processing for non-religious participants but

stronger engagement of DMPFC than VMPFC

for self-referential processing for Christian

participants.

TABLE 2

Corrected recognition scores (%) and standard deviations (in parentheses) in the recognition memory test

Group Self Sakyamuni Jesus Zhu-Rongji Font

Non-religious participants 43.4* (10.4) 27.7 (12.7) 31.1 (15.1) 32.2 (12.9) 9.29 (12.4)

Christian participants 48.3* (20.3) 32.5 (18.4) 37.0 (17.9) 34.9 (17.4) 13.6 (10.0)

Note: *The recognition scores were higher for the traits related to the self than to others.

6 HAN ET AL.
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We utilized a standard bootstrapping proce-
dure (Davison & Hinkley, 1997) to further

illustrate the distinct patterns of the population
mean of VMPFC and DMPFC activities in each
participant group. The signal intensities related to

self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments were dissociated
along the vertical (y) axes showing VMPFC

activity (Figure 3A) for non-religious participants
whereas along the horizontal (x) axes showing
DMPFC activity for Christians. The differen-

tial activities between self- and Zhu-Rongji-
judgments showed clear separation between

non-religious and Christian participants (Figure
3B), the differential activity was larger than zero
in VMPFC for non-religious participants while it

was larger than zero in DMPFC for Christians.
As previous neuroimaging studies of self-

referential processing did not report whether
Christian participants were recruited, it is unclear
how the involvement of Christian participants

may affect the VMPFC and DMPFC activities
that detach the self from others. We assessed

this by comparing the difference in VMPFC and
DMPFC activities, using t-tests, between self-
and Zhu-Rongji-judgments in a group of fourteen

participants who were selected randomly from
non-religious and Christian participants. The

t-values were plotted as a function of the number
of Christian participants. As can be seen in
Figure 3C and 3D, the more Christian participants

Figure 1. fMRI results of the ROI analysis of self-related activity in the VMPFC. (A) illustrates the ROI on the MNI model of the

brain that was defined using an independent set of fMRI data (16). The ROI is defined as a sphere with a radius of 3 mm centered at

8/55/6 (BA 10). (B) shows the parameter estimates of signal intensity in the VMPFC ROI linked to self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments

in non-religious and Christian participants. (C) and (D) show the time course of percent signal changes in the VMPFC ROI

associated with self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments in non-religious and Christian participants, respectively. The signal change here was

calculated relative to the null condition. Paired t-tests indicate that the signal change in VMPFC was significantly larger in

association with self- than Zhu-Rongji-judgments for non-religious participants, t(13)�4.270, pB.001, but not for Christian

participants, t(13)�0.633, p�.538.

RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROCESSING 7
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Figure 2. Brain activations related to self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments in Christian and non-religious participants. (A) illustrates

increased brain activations associated with self-judgment relative to Zhu-Rongji-judgment on an inflated brain of a representative

Christian participant. (B) and (C) show Christian participants’ fMRI results of the random effect analysis on a normalized brain.

Brain activations associated with self-judgment relative to Zhu-Rongji-judgments were identified in DMPFC (B) and the visual

cortex along the calcarine sulcus (C). (D) and (E) show increased brain activations associated with self-judgment relative to Zhu-

Rongji-judgment on an inflated brain of a representative non-religious participant and the results of random effect analysis on a

normalized brain, respectively. Brain activation was observed only in VMPFC in non-religious participants. (F) shows the parameter

estimates of signal intensity in the DMPFC ROI linked to self-judgment and Zhu-Rongji-judgment in non-religious and Christian

participants. (G) and (H) show the time course of percent signal changes in the DMPFC ROI associated with self- and Zhu-Rongji-

judgments in non-religious and Christian participants, respectively. Paired t-tests indicate that the signal change in DMPFC was

significantly larger in associated with self- than Zhu-Rongji-judgments for Christian participants, t(13)�3.376, pB.005, but not for

non-religious participants, t(13)�0.129, p�.900.

8 HAN ET AL.
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were included in t-tests, the smaller the t-values

for the VMPFC activity but the greater the

t-values for the DMPFC activity that differenti-

ates between self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments.
We also tested for the involvement of the

frontal cortex in differentiating between self

and religious leaders. The contrast of self- vs.

Jesus- and Sakyamuni-judgments revealed activa-

tions in DMPFC for Christian participants (BA

9/32, centered at x/y/z��4/33/29 and 0/36/24;

Z�3.63 and 4.61, both psB.01, Figure 4), but in

VMPFC for non-religious participants (BA 10/32,

x/y/z�0/49/12 and �8/45/7; Z�5.07 and 5.22,

both psB.01). Judgments of others were also

Figure 3. Dissociation of self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments in VMPFC and DMPFC. (A) The mean signal intensity, related to self-

and Zhu-Rongji-judgments, of the bootstrapped sample was plotted as one of the points (x, y) with the horizontal (x) and vertical (y)

axes showing the mean signal intensity in DMPFC and VMPFC, respectively. The bootstrapped sample means of non-religious

participants are separated along the vertical axes showing the VMPFC activity. The bootstrapped sample means of Christian

participants are separated along the horizontal axes showing the DMPFC activity. (B) The neural activity that distinguished between

self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments (i.e., self-judgment minus Zhu-Rongji-judgment) was plotted as one of the points (x, y) with the

horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes showing the mean differential signal intensity in DMPFC and VMPFC, respectively. The

bootstrapped sample means of non-religious participants fall mostly to the upper quadrants, indicating larger activity linked to self-

than Zhu-Rongji-judgments in the VMPFC. The bootstrapped sample means of Christian participants fall mostly to the right

quadrants, indicating larger activity linked to self- than Zhu-Rongji-judgments in the DMPFC. (C) and (D) The t-values calculated

by comparing the VMPFC and DMPFC activities associated with self- and Zhu-Rongji-judgments were plotted as a function of the

number of Christian participants. The blue lines connected the bootstrapped sample means of the t-values (n�100). The dashed

lines indicate the threshold of t-values for a significance of pB.01 with a sample of 14 participants.

RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROCESSING 9
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compared with self-judgments to investigate de-
activation related to self-judgments. Christian
participants exhibited significant deactivation in
the right inferior parietal cortex relative to self-
than Jesus-judgments (BA 39/40, x/y/z�50/�64/
36; Z�4.35, pB.01) and deactivation in the
precuneus relative to self- compared with Zhu-
Rongji-judgments (BA 31, x/y/z�14/�43/41;
Z�3.81, pB.01), whereas non-religious partici-
pants did not show any deactivation during self-
judgment.

To inspect whether any brain areas were
specifically involved in representation of the
personal trait knowledge about religious leaders
in Christian participants, the contrast of Jesus- vs.
Zhu-Rongji-judgments was calculated but failed
to reveal brain activation in both participant
groups. Finally, we compared self-judgments
with font-judgment to investigate whether seman-
tic processing was different between the two
participant groups. Similar increased activations
were seen in the left inferior frontal gyrus, the
superior MPFC, the left posterior middle tem-
poral cortex, and the cerebellum in both groups
(see Table 3). These replicate the previous
observations (Craik et al., 1999; Kelley et al.,
2002; Zhu et al., 2007) and suggest analogous

neural substrates engaged in semantic processing
in both participant groups in the trait-judgment
tasks.

The rating results of how the factors (Jesus’
judgment, friends’ evaluation, the person’s rela-
tionship with others, and the person’s behavior)
influence participants’ judgment of the personal-
ity of the self or of others are shown in Figure 5.
For non-religious participants, one’s behavior was
identified as the most important factor that
determined their judgments. In contrast, for
Christian participants, Jesus’ evaluation was re-
cognized as the most important factor that
determined their judgments.1 Such distinct results
were confirmed by ANOVAs with Participant
groups and Factors influencing personality judg-
ment as main effects, which showed a highly
significant interaction between Participant and
Factor, F(3, 24)�79.992, pB.001.

Finally, to quantify the relationship between
subjective reports and the neural activity, we

Figure 4. Brain activation linked to self-judgment relative to other-judgment shown in the random effect analysis. (A) and (B)

show increased brain activation in DMPFC associated with self- relative to Jesus- and Sakyamuni-judgments in Christian

participants. (C) and (D) show increased brain activation in VMPFC associated with self- relative to Jesus- and Sakyamuni-

judgments in non-religious participants. (E) and (F) show deactivation associated with self- relative to Jesus- and Sakyamuni-

judgments in Christian participants.

1 As well as the subjects involved in the fMRI study who

were asked to perform the rating task we had asked two

independent groups of Christian and non-religious subjects

to rate the importance of factors that influence their judgment

of personality. The results are similar to those from the

subjects in the fMRI study, and thus are not reported here.

10 HAN ET AL.
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calculated the correlation between contrast va-

lues of parameter estimate of the BOLD signals

in VMPFC and DMPFC (i.e., parameter estimate

of BOLD signals related to self-judgment minus

those related to Zhu-Rongji-judgment) and the

rating scores shown in Figure 5. There was a

significant positive correlation between the con-

trast value in DMPFC and the rating scores of the

importance of Jesus’ judgment (r�.484; p�.014)

but a significant negative correlation between

the contrast value in VMPFC and the rating

scores of the importance of Jesus’ judgment

(r�.407; p�.043, Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

Similar to previous research (Rogers et al., 1977),

our behavioral data showed superior memory for

self-referenced trait adjectives compared with

those related to others in both non-religious and

Christian participants, suggesting promotion of

elaboration and organization of information re-

lated to the self regardless of religious beliefs.

However, our brain-imaging results demonstrate

reliable differences in the neural substrates in-

volved in self-referential processing between

the two participant groups. For non-religious

participants VMPFC activity linked to other-

judgments was decreased relative to the null

condition in which participants passively viewed

TABLE 3

Regions of significant increased activation shown in the comparison between self- and font-judgment tasks

Condition/region Voxel no. BA X Y Z Z-value

Non-religious participants

Left inferior frontal gyrus 1297 45/47 �40 25 �1 5.98

Superior medial frontal cortex 1972 9 �4 45 44 5.21

Left middle temporal gyrus 654 21 �61 �33 3 4.32

Cerebellum 418 20 �77 �21 5.34

Christian participants

Left inferior frontal gyrus 710 45/47 �48 25 1 4.70

Superior medial frontal cortex 2149 9 �10 52 36 4.73

Left middle temporal gyrus 138 21/37 �53 �61 17 4.00

Cerebellum 414 34 �79 �25 4.92

Note: Voxels no.�number of voxels in a cluster. BA�Brodmann’s area. pB.01 at the cluster level, corrected for multiple

comparisons.

Figure 5. Rating scores of the factors that influenced

participants’ judgments of the personality of the self or of

others obtained after the scanning procedure. Rating score of

one’s behavior was higher than that of other items for non-

religious participants (pB.02), whereas rating score of Jesus’

evaluation was higher than that of other items for Christian

participants (pB.001). Error bars represent standard errors.

Figure 6. Correlation between contrast values of parameter

estimates of the BOLD signals in VMPFC and DMPFC (i.e.,

parameter estimates of the BOLD signals related to self-

judgment minus those related to Zhu-Rongji-judgment) and

the rating scores of the importance of Jesus’ judgment in

subjective evaluation of a person’s personality.

RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROCESSING 11
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visual symbols. VMPFC activity associated
with self-judgments, however, was associated
with increases relative to the null condition,
resulting in a clear distinction between the self
and others in VMPFC. This is in agreement
with previous findings (D’argembeau et al.,
2005; Heatherton et al., 2006; Kelley et al., 2002;
Lieberman et al., 2004; Macrae et al., 2004;
Moran et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2007). In contrast,
for Christian participants VMPFC activity linked
to both self- and other-judgments showed de-
creases from the null condition and could not
distinguish self- from other-judgments. DMPFC
activity linked to both self- and other-judgments
was associated with increases from the baseline
in both participant groups. However, DMPFC
activity differentiated between self- and other-
judgments in Christians but not in non-religious
participants. The results from the ROI and boot-
strapping analyses showed robust evidence for
this double dissociation of VMPFC and DMPFC
in self-referential processing in the two partici-
pant groups. These results indicate that Christian
beliefs and practices not only weaken the neural
representation of self-relevance in VMPFC when
thinking about one’s own personal traits, but also
result in utilization of a different brain region, i.e.,
DMPFC, for self-referential processing.

The difference in MPFC activities underlying
self-referential processing between Christian and
non-religious participants could not arise simply
from a disparity in semantic processing because
our fMRI data identified a similar neural network
for semantic processing in both participant
groups. Nor could the distinct brain activations
involved in self-referential processing arise from a
unique representation of religious leaders in
Christian participants since they failed to show
any brain activation specifically related to the
religious leaders. The results for Christian parti-
cipants are distinctive because previous brain
imaging studies, which did not take religious
beliefs and practices into account, have linked
self-referential processing of personal traits in
the verbal domain mainly to VMPFC activity
(D’argembeau et al., 2005; Heatherton et al.,
2006; Kelley et al., 2002; Lieberman et al., 2004;
Macrae et al., 2004; Moran et al., 2006; Zhu et al.,
2007). Similarly, the current work observed
increased activation in VMPFC related to
self-judgment in non-religious participants. As
VMPFC functions to label stimuli as self-
referential or to represent stimulus self-relevance
(Northoff & Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al.,

2006), our fMRI results suggest that self-
referential processing in non-religious partici-
pants was characterized by enhanced coding of
the self-relatedness of stimuli. In contrast,
VMPFC activity linked to self-judgment was
surprisingly eliminated in Christian participants,
indicating that the coding process of stimulus self-
relatedness was weakened. This is the first neural
consequence of Christian beliefs and practices on
self-referential processing. We also noted that
DMPFC plays an important role in reappraisal
and evaluation of self-related stimuli (Northoff &
Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al., 2006) and is
engaged in inference and evaluation of others’
mental states such as belief or intention (Galla-
gher et al., 2000; Grèzes, Frith, & Passingham,
2004; Han, Jiang, Humphreys, Zhou, & Cai, 2005;
Mitchell, Banaji, & Macrae, 2005). It follows that
the increased DMPFC activity linked to the
self-referential processing in Christian partici-
pants indicates that religious beliefs and practices
enhance the evaluative process of self-related
stimuli mainly from God’s perspective, and this
represents the second neural consequence of
Christian beliefs and practices on self-referential
processing. Participants’ behavioral performance
and subjective reports were consistent with these
neural consequences on self-referential proces-
sing. Relative to the non-religious participants,
Christian participants had longer response times
in making self-judgment and reported that their
trait judgments were made mainly based on Jesus’
judgment rather than their perspective of one’s
own behaviors. This is consistent with previous
work (Spika, Shaver, & Kirpatrick, 1985) that
proposed that the availability of thoughts of God
influences whether believers make either secular
or religious attribution for events. In contrast,
non-religious participants emphasized behaviors
related to the self when making personality
judgment. In addition, the correlation analysis
showed evidence that the emphasis of Jesus’
judgment varied systematically with self-judg-
ment related activity in DMPFC and VMPFC in
reverse patterns, indicating different roles of
these brain areas in mediating subjective evalua-
tion of a person’s personality.

Christian participants might also have to
monitor the conflict between judgments from
God’s perspective and from their own perspec-
tive, resulting in activation of the anterior cingu-
late cortex close to DMPFC, which has been
shown to be engaged in attention and conflict
monitoring (Northoff & Bermpohl, 2004). Both

12 HAN ET AL.
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the fMRI and behavioral results are consistent
with the spiritual request for denial of the self
(in Christianity) and with the emphasis on how
the self is judged from God’s perspective. It
appears that religious beliefs and practices re-
sult in different social behaviors as well as the
neural correlates of the social cognition (e.g., self-
referential processing here) related to those
behaviors.

Self-referential processing in Christian partici-
pants was also characterized by the activation of
the visual cortex along the calcarine sulcus. Such
visual activation was not seen in non-religious
participants, excluding the possibility that differ-
ent visual features between the stimuli used in the
self- and other-judgment tasks induced the visual
activation. Since visual imagery can produce
activation in the primary visual cortex and the
occipital association cortex in the absence of
visual stimuli (D’Esposito et al., 1997; Kosslyn
et al., 1999), it is possible that the enhanced visual
activity observed here was associated with mental
imagery of self- or religion-related images when
Christian participants performed the self-judg-
ment task.

Self-referential processing was also different
between the two participant groups in that
Christians showed deactivation in the right infer-
ior parietal cortex and the precuneus. The right
inferior parietal cortex is engaged in self�
other distinction during self-recognition (Uddin,
Molnar-Szakacs, Zaidel, & Iacoboni, 2006). The
precuneus is likewise correlated with retrieval of
remembered episodes (Lou et al., 2004), assigning
self- vs. other-perspectives (Vogeley et al., 2004),
and experiential self-reflection (Johnson et al.,
2006), possibly through the involvement of
mental-imagery strategies (Cavanna & Trimble,
2006). If Christian participants mainly took God’s
perspective to evaluate self-related stimuli, as
indexed by the enhanced DPMFC activity and
subjective reports, then it is reasonable to assume
that, relative to non-religious participants, reli-
gious beliefs in Christians promote inhibition
of other aspects of self-related processing (such
as retrieval from episodic memory and self-
reflection based on experience), at least when
compared with the processing referential to
religious and government leaders. This assump-
tion is consistent with the findings of behavior
studies that the feeling of the self causing an
action could be inhibited by subliminal priming
of God among believers (Dijksterhuis, Preston,
Wegner, & Arts, in press). The hypothesis of

inhibition of other aspects of self-related proces-
sing is supported by the absence of VMPFC
activity in Christian participants, despite this
activity being linked to the labeling of stimulus
self-relevance in non-religious participants.

In summary, although previous neuroimaging
studies have examined the neural correlates of
religious experience (Azari et al., 2001), we
provide the first piece of neuroscientific evidence
for the differences in the functional anatomy of
social cognition (i.e., self-referential processing)
between Christian and non-religious participants.
In accordance with the recent study that showed
evidence for differential neural structures of self-
representation between Western and Chinese
individuals (Zhu et al., 2007), the current findings
provide further evidence for the dynamic and
culture-sensitive characteristics of the neural
mechanisms underlying self-referential proces-
sing. A religious culture (e.g., Christianity) that
repudiates the distinctness of the self but under-
scores the evaluative process of the self by God
results in stronger involvement of DMPFC rela-
tive to VMPFC in self-referential processing.
Taken together, our findings indicate that both
the internal structure of the self and the mechan-
isms of self-referential processing can be different
between human communities within distinct cul-
tural environments, reflecting the neural conse-
quences of divergent cultures that emphasize
different aspects of self-referential processing.
Our brain imaging findings indicate the neural
basis of religious-cultural influence on human
behaviors related to processing information about
the self. Whether the distinct neural substrates
underlying the self-referential processing ob-
served in the current study are specific to
Christian participants, or whether they character-
ize all religions, needs to be clarified in future
research.
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